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ABSTRACT

While electric machines have already shown impact in applications where

efficiency, reliability, and cost are critical, newer applications are instigating

development of next-generation, lightweight, power-dense motors. The ben-

efit of lower weight in a motor is especially attractive when considered for

aerospace applications, such as electric propulsion for aircraft. More specif-

ically, significant reduction of weight and/or volume of the propulsor may

allow placement of more batteries for increased overall energy storage ca-

pability for the aircraft, or reduction in energy needed during take-off or

cruising. In fact, recent analysis has shown that hybridization of commercial

aircraft could allow up to 33% reduction in fuel consumption, 55% reduc-

tion in NOx emissions at cruise, and 60% reduction in NOx emissions during

landing and take-off. Furthermore, the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration (NASA) has identified lightweight, low-volume electric machines

as one of the key enabling technologies.

This dissertation details work accomplished in the development of a 1

MW, 13 kW/kg, high-frequency electric machine design for improving specific

power density for weight- and/or volume-sensitive applications. Analytical

models that correspond to this topology are discussed. Slotless topology is

compared to conventional slotted motor topology using the analytical mod-

els to show slotless topology’s potential for high specific power at higher

frequencies. Furthermore, the models are used to show the scalability of the

high-frequency, slotless machine at different speeds. The results show that

the topology maintains the lightweight characteristics even at lower speeds.

The study is extended to include a specific aerospace application, and three

possible motor-fan integrations are presented.

While the benefit in specific power density is highlighted, the proposed

slotless, cantilevered rotor topology is sensitive to manufacturing tolerances.

Particularly, the low reactance of the motor and the slotless structure con-
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tributes to the increase in circulating current in the armature coils. The

aforementioned analytical model is used to predict the imbalance in back-

EMF and thus the circulating current due to the manufacturing tolerances,

and a low-field rotor is constructed to verify the prediction. The experi-

mental measurements point to shortcomings of the rotor eccentricity model

in predicting the circulating current in the coils. The relationships between

manufacturing tolerances in coils and circulating current are highlighted.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

According to the Vision 2050 report by the International Air Transportation

Association (IATA), a fourfold increase in number of air passengers and a

tenfold increase in amount of goods transported by air are projected by 2050,

compared to the 2010 data [1]. The European Commission has estimated a

700% increase in aircraft emissions by 2050, compared to the 2005 data [2].

The resulting financial implications due to the cost of jet fuel and environ-

mental concerns due to aviation emissions are instigating a general interest

in reducing the thrust-specific fuel consumption and energy consumption of

aircraft.

Initial steps toward reducing economic and environmental impact have

been taken with the development of more electric aircraft (MEA) [3, 4]. In

these aircraft, most non-propulsive components, such as hydraulic, pneu-

matic, and mechanical systems, are replaced with electrical systems. Al-

though the demonstrated benefit of MEA is impressive, typically over 90%

of fuel is used for propulsion. Thus, a more significant reduction of specific

fuel consumption and energy consumption of aircraft can be achieved by an

electric propulsion system [5].

Equivalent concerns have caused much progress to be made for automo-

tive, locomotive, and marine vehicles. In each case, significant reductions in

fuel use and/or emissions have been demonstrated [6,7]. While fully electric

large transonic aircraft are still considered infeasible due to immature energy

storage technologies [8], turboelectric concept studies are showing promising

benefits [9]. In a turboelectric aircraft power system, electric generators con-

vert turbine engine power into electricity, which is used to drive the electric

fans for propulsion. Studies have shown that this drive architecture allows

reduction of fuel consumption from the drive perspective. Furthermore, the

ease of routing electricity, compared to routing jet fuel, allows distributed

propulsion, which provides an additional reduction of fuel consumption from
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an aerodynamic perspective [10]. Distributed propulsion enables aircraft

designs that include propulsion-airframe integration that was considered im-

practical with traditional turbofan engines. For example, Boeing’s partner-

ship with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) on

Subsonic Ultra Green Aircraft Research (SUGAR) has brought about a con-

cept aircraft based on a 85 to 215 passenger Boeing 737, as shown in Fig.

1.1 [11]. This aircraft has the potential to reduce energy use by 53% and

NOx emission by 77-87%. NASA N3-X, based on a 400-passenger Boeing

777, has the potential to reduce energy use by 63% and NOx emission by

90% for a given mission [12].

Figure 1.1: Advanced turbo electric concept studies. Boeing SUGAR (left)
and NASA N3-X (right).

While electric machines have been thought to reach the threshold of per-

formance and reliability for industrial applications, the emergence of electric

propulsion now imposes a new set of more stringent performance require-

ments. More specifically, high specific power (power per unit mass) is re-

quired for generators and motors. The specific power of general-purpose

industrial motors is in the range of 0.1 - 0.5 kW/kg. The automotive indus-

try utilizes drive motors with specific power in the range of 1 - 3 kW/kg [13].

The impact of electric drive specific power on turboelectric aircraft perfor-

mance is shown in Fig. 1.2 [14]. In the figure, break-even specific power

and efficiency lines are shown with three assumed key performance param-

eter benefits. These key performance parameter benefits include enhanced

aerodynamic and propulsion efficiency from the configuration change. For

example, with a medium-level benefit assumption, the minimum required

motor drive specific power should be 5 kW/kg if the system is 100% efficient

and the minimum required efficiency is 90% at a specific power of 15 kW/kg.

The area above each line corresponds to fuel savings.
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Figure 1.2: Key performance parameter break-even curves for a range of
benefits [14].

Based on these findings, NASA has developed a technology roadmap for

enabling technologies. Fig. 1.3 shows the roadmap for non-cryogenic electric

machines. Today, the state of the art is by Siemens with a specific power of

5.2 kW/kg at a rated power of 260 kW [15]. The key milestone for developing

concept airplanes calls for a megawatt-class motor that has a specific power

of 13 kW/kg.

Figure 1.3: NASA technology roadmap [16].

Weight-sensitive applications like aircraft motors and generators typically

achieve high specific power through aggressive cooling and high speed. In

the adjacent field of power electronics, a major trend in recent years has

been to increase switching frequency, especially with the advent of wide

bandgap devices, to reduce requirements on the passive energy buffer com-

ponents [17–19]. Interestingly, both efficiency and power density have im-

proved in this period. Similar advances have been made in high-frequency

transformers [20]. In a power-electronic-fed motor drive, the electromagnetic

components of the motor are analogous in some senses to the inductors which
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have been minimized in the drives. This dissertation explores the opportunity

for improvements in electrical machines following a similar approach.

Chapter 2 discusses, starting from a classical machine sizing equation,

how the adoption of high fundamental frequency for electric machines can

be beneficial in increasing specific power. Chapter 3 discusses additional

approaches taken to develop a 1 MW permanent magnet synchronous mo-

tor that meets the specification solicited by NASA. Key specifications and

features are discussed. In Chapter 4, analytical models that describe the 1

MW motor topology are discussed, including air gap field and torque calcu-

lation, as well as copper, iron, and windage losses. Validations of the models

are also presented. In Chapter 5, the developed analytical models are used

to compare toothed and slotless topologies, and the scalability of the high-

frequency, slotless topology is explored. The key risk (circulating current) of

the motor’s topology is detailed in Chapter 6, with results from a low-field

spin test. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Chapter 7.

1.1 Summary of work accomplished

This section summarizes the design effort of high-frequency electric machines

that includes the following work completed.

• In [21], design choices for a high-frequency, high-tip-speed, 1 MW ma-

chine are detailed. Reasons for adopting an air core, outer rotor, air

gap wound topogy are presented. Initial optimization of copper, mag-

net, and stator yoke radial dimensions is presented. The initial design

parameters are included, along with projected losses and weight.

• Ref. [22] improves on initial optimization of [21] by including first-order

thermal and mechanical effects to perform a multi-physics optimiza-

tion. Several machine design parameters and their effects on machine

performance and weight are presented.

• In [23], copper losses in a slotless machine with Litz coils have been

investigated. Analytical models for ac and dc losses are presented and

validated via finite element analysis and indirect balanced calorimetry

test.
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• Ref. [24] provides challenges in mechanical design of the motor design

due to high tip speeds and outer-rotor configurations. Mechanical risks

such as rotor expansion and vibration are identified, analytically calcu-

lated, and validated using a non-magnetic rotor. An analytical model

for windage losses has been presented and compared to the results of

the spin test.

• Ref. [25] presents how the high-frequency design scales to a concept

aircraft by NASA using developed analytical models. The results show

that low-weight characteristics are maintained at lower speeds. Further

design analyses are performed in [26].

• Ref. [27] investigates the impact of rotor eccentricity on imbalance of

back-EMF and thus circulating current. A model for rotor eccentricity

is developed and ways to estimate back-EMF magnitude and phase shift

are investigated. In [28], the models are compared with experimental

values to show that the model is valid for predicting eccentricity based

on back-EMF magnitude measurements.
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CHAPTER 2

POWER DENSITY

Electrical machine design is a complex trade-off of electromagnetics, ther-

mal, and mechanical considerations. Today, a multi-physics model embedded

within an optimization scheme may be required to maximize specific power.

However, with appropriate approximations and high-level assumptions, it

may be useful to get an intuitive understanding of general trends. We use

this approach to assess the potential for high-frequency machines.

Numerous electrical machine topologies abound, and several iterations and

combinations of them are being explored by researchers [4,29,30]. The focus

of this chapter is on applications requiring high specific power, so we start

with key parameters of interest and whether they lead to some topologies

being favored.

The well-known expression for motor power in terms of air gap shear stress,

which is obtained from torque produced in the air gap multiplied by angular

velocity, is shown as

Power = kωApeakBpeaknVr, (2.1)

where kω, A, B, n, and Vr represent winding factor, electrical loading, mag-

netic loading, angular speed, and rotor volume, respectively. The electri-

cloading is defined as the linear (sheet) current density around the airgap

circumference as

A = (1− τ)dcuJslot, (2.2)

where dcu and Jslot refer to copper radial depth and slot current density,

respectively. τ refers to the tooth width to tooth pitch ratio, which is typically

0.5 for electric machines. The magnetic loading is defined as flux density

over the rotor surface. In a toothed machine, the flux density in the teeth

is limited to about 1.6 T (saturation flux density of typical iron alloy) to
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manage iron losses. Coupled with a typical value of τ , air gap flux density

is then typically limited to Bag ≈ τBteeth = 0.8T . Note that electric loading

is typically referred to with rms values and magnetic loading is typically

referred to with average flux density values, but defined with peak values in

this case. The product of electric loading and magnetic loading is related to

air gap shear stress, σ, as

σ =
1

2
kωApeakBpeak. (2.3)

Air gap shear stress refers to the tangential force per unit of swept rotor

surface area. Thus, torque per rotor volume is given as 2σ. Typical values

of torque per rotor volume and air gap shear stress are given in Table 2.1.

Small totally enclosed motors rarely have fans and are cooled entirely on

conduction. With low-performance ferrite magnets, these motors are char-

acterized by the lowest TRV. As higher performance magnets are utilized

(higher magnetic loading), TRV can be increased even for totally enclosed

motors. Higher values for TRV can be observed for forced-air cooling through

external fan, and the highest values are observed for liquid-cooled machines.

These machines achieve high TRV by pushing electric loading.

Table 2.1: Typical values for TRV and σ [31]

Class of machine TRV [kNm/m3] σ [lbf/in2]

Small totally enclosed motors (Ferrite magnets) 7 - 14 0.5 - 1
Totally enclosed motors (Rare Earth magnets) 14 - 42 1 - 3

Totally enclosed motors (Bonded NdFeB magnets) 20 1.5
Integral-hp industrial motors 7 - 30 0.5 - 2

High-performance servomotors 15 - 50 2 - 4
Aerospace machines 30 - 75 2 - 5

Large liquid-cooled machines (e.g. turbogenerators) 100 - 250 7 - 18

To find the power density relationship, we define λ as

λ1 =
Dag

Do

,

λ2 =
Di

Dag

,
(2.4)

where Dag, Do, and Di refer to air gap diameter, machine outer diameter,

and machine inner diameter, respectively [32]. Note that both λ1 and λ2
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may approach zero for low pole count machines, and one for high pole count

machines. Total enclosed volume of the machine can be expressed in terms

of λ1 as

Venclosed =
πD2

agLstk

4λ21
, (2.5)

and thus power density can be shown as

Power Density = 4kωApeakBpeakλ
2
1n. (2.6)

Equation (2.6) points to the usual emphasis on cooling to maximize elec-

trical loading and better magnetic materials to maximize magnetic loading.

Table 2.2 shows types of cooling techniques and corresponding typical cur-

rent density [33–35]. These current density values assume that the windings

have appropriate heat transfer mechanisms. In typical air cooled machines,

the fan is mounted outside the frame which focuses air outside of the motor.

Liquid cooled machines typically have a channel around the outside of the

stator with a cooling fluid circulating to remove the heat. Note that electri-

cal loading can be said to be proportional to current density assuming that

the radial depth of armature coils is constant. The table shows that liquid

convection is more efficient for heat extraction than air convection and allows

higher electric loading. This is because liquid has higher density and specific

heat than air. Typically, small industrial motors utilize forced air cooling

or conduction for its simplicity in implementation. However, for larger ma-

chines (larger than 100 kW), liquid cooling is common to manage the heat

load from the high electromagnetic forces required. The auxiliary weight

that the cooling mechanism adds to the motor weight must be considered.

Magnetic loading, or peak air gap flux density, is typically limited to 1 T

due to ferromagnetic materials or magnets. Machines that utilize permanent

magnet (surface permanent magnet or interior permanent magnet) are typi-

cally characterized by high magnetic loading that is close to 1 T. Other types

of machines such as induction machines are characterized by lower magnetic

loading. In these machines, magnetic loading can be maximized by reducing

the magnetic path.

The equation also shows that power density is maximized for maximum

λ1. Note that λ1 can be maximized by reducing the yoke depth through

high pole count and optimization of slot depth without reducing electrical
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Table 2.2: Force convection cooling techniques and corresponding typical
current density

Method Max J [A/mm2]

Forced air 5 - 12
Indirect water 10 - 15

Indirect oil 10 - 15
Liquid bath up to 25
Direct liquid up to 30

Oil spray over 28

loading. A direct way to increase power density for conventional machines

is to maximize the speed. Due to rotor dynamics, structural integrity of

the rotor, and windage losses, practical limits in many applications limit the

rotor tip speed to 80-90% of the speed of sound [36]. In terms of tip speed,

v, an alternate form of (2.1) can be realized as

Power =
π

4
kωApeakBpeakvDagLstk. (2.7)

Under the assumption that air gap diameter and stack length are of the same

order for conventional industrial machines, we can establish that weight is

proportional to D3
ag while power grows with D2

ag. This relationship assumes

that tip speed is kept constant, so that angular speed has to increase with

increasing diameter. Thus, power density of conventional designs can be said

to be proportional to 1/
√
power, assuming that tip speed is at a maximum

limit. Note that for very large machines such as hydroturbines, iron is con-

fined to the rim and weight can be said to be proportional to Dag. However,

these machines are typically characterized by very low tip speed and thus

low power density (or specific power).

A survey of machines shows that many follow this relationship, as shown

in Fig. 2.1 [13]. The survey includes a wide range of machines. The surveyed

topologies include radial flux permanent magnet machines, axial flux perma-

nent magnet machines, induction machines, switched reluctance machines,

and wound-field synchronous machines and are denoted by RFPM, AFPM,

IM, SRM, and WFSM, respectively. Superconducting machine (SCM) is also

shown for comparison. The figure shows higher specific power at lower power

rating, and lower specific power at higher power rating, with the exception

of outliers. One of them is an oil cooled WFSM developed to be a genera-
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of specific power vs. rated power.

tor attached to the Rolls Royce T406 turboshaft engine [37]. The machine

achieves high specific power by pushing very high current density with oil

spray cooling. While the specific power presented here seems high, it should

be noted that the presented data is for peak power with intermittent oper-

ation. The other data point with high specific power is a superconducting

machine. These machines achieve high specific power through very high air

gap flux densities (up to 7 T).

To see what factors affect the specific power of a high-frequency machine,

we first express volume of active materials as

Vact =
π

4

(
D2
o −D2

i

)
Lstk

=
π

4

(
1

λ21
− λ22

)
D2
agLstk.

(2.8)

Power density, in terms of power per volume of active materials, can be

expressed as

Power Densityact =
2kωApeakBpeakn

1
λ21
− λ22

. (2.9)

For high-frequency machines, rotor radial dimension, dr, and stator radial

dimension, ds, can be much less than that of the air gap diameter. Thus, the
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denominator of power density in (2.9) can be expressed as

1

λ21
− λ22 =

(
Do +Di

Dag

)(
Do −Di

Dag

)
,

≈ 4
ds + dr
Dag

,

(2.10)

and power density of high-frequency machines can be expressed as

PowerDensityact ≈
4kωApeakBpeakv

(ds + dr)
. (2.11)

The weights of steel, coils (copper and insulation), and magnets are of

the same order, so the above expression can be said to be proportional to

specific power (power-to-weight ratio). Note that for a more accurate rep-

resentation of specific power, auxiliary components such as structure and

cooling infrastructure must be taken into account. From (2.11), it can be

said that specific power is then proportional to freqi where 1 < i < 2. While

speed and cooling are generally the parameters used for designing conven-

tional electric machines, closer examination shows significant specific power

improvement is possible through the adoption of high frequency and high

tip speed. Unlike conventional machines, these machines have specific power

that scales well with power and speed, as long as high tip speed is achieved.

However, adoption of high fundamental frequency and high tip speed results

in many challenges. Chapter 3 explores approaches to accommodate high

fundamental frequency and high tip speed, along with additional approaches

to reduce heavy iron alloy in a machine while maintaining high electric and

magnetic loading.
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CHAPTER 3

1 MW, HIGH-FREQUENCY, SLOTLESS,
PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS

MOTOR

While adoption of high fundamental frequency seems beneficial in reducing

the magnetic circuit of the motor, leading to a more air core topology, several

factors need to be considered. Losses in magnetic core are determined by the

peak flux density in the core and frequency of the time-varying flux density.

While flux density in the yoke can be controlled by adjusting the thickness

of the yoke to mitigate iron losses at high frequency, flux density in the

teeth is not governed by frequency or number of poles. Consequently, stator

teeth are typically characterized to have the highest levels of iron losses in

a motor. However, stator teeth can be eliminated for a slotless topology, as

illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In toothed topology, the magnetic circuit is defined

by the stator teeth and the coils experience minimal external magnetic field.

However, the elimination of teeth and the resulting slotless topology cause

the armature coils to experience the full air gap field. The resulting effect

on ac losses can be mitigated by using Litz wires to form armature coils.

Litz wire consists of compacted film-insulated wires or groups of compacted

film-insulated wires twisted and compressed into a rectangular profile with

outer insulation. This is also attractive for manufacturing purposes. These

Litz wires can be manufactured into a rectangular profile, making it easier

to manufacturing form-wound coils.

To further reduce the amount of iron, a Halbach array can be used to form

the field magnets. In conventional surface permanent magnet machines, field

magnets are oriented radially, requiring a back iron to conduct magnetic

flux. Alternatively, the magnets can be arranged to have a spatially rotating

pattern of magnetization. When the magnets are arranged in such a way,

magnetic field is augmented on one side of the array, while cancelling the field

to near zero on the other side [38]. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The left

illustration shows the field from magnets that are magnetized pointing up or

down, to represent radially magnetized field magnets. In this case, magnetic
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Figure 3.1: Illustration comparing the toothed topology (left) and slotless
topology (right).

Figure 3.2: Illustration demonstrating field cancellation of Halbach arrayed
magnets. Conventional radially oriented field magnets (left). Halbach
arrayed magnets (right).

yoke needs to be included in the non-air gap side to reduce the reluctance.

However, from the right illustration, the effect of field containment within

the magnets is observed.

Another approach to attain high specific power is to design for a high rotor

tipspeed, as shown in (2.11). Surface permanent magnet machines employ

a retaining ring to restrain the field magnets. Typically, rotor tipspeeds

of these machines are relatively low, requiring only a modest thickness of

the retaining ring. Coupled with toothed laminations, magnetic loading is

minimally affected by the retaining ring for these machines. However, to

accommodate a high rotor tipspeed, a retaining ring of substantial thickness

needs to be employed. For the proposed slotless topology, an inner rotor can

be disadvantageous because the resulting electromagnetic gap can be very

large. However, if the rotor can be placed outside of the stator, a minimum

distance between the coils and the magnets can be kept, even with a retaining

ring. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the benefit of an outer rotor topology.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration comparing inner and outer rotor topology. Inner
rotor topology with slotless configuration is characterized by a large
electromagnetic air gap, lem (left). Outer rotor topology minimizes
electromagnetic air gap while accommodating a thick retaining ring (right).

Figure 3.4: CAD representation of the full motor (left) and 2D cross-section
showing active materials and field lines (right).

The resulting design of the 1 MW motor is shown in Fig. 3.4 (left), and

the radial dimensions of the motor are shown in Fig. 3.5. The retaining ring,

rotor shell, and the magnets compose the rotor. Litz armature coils, iron

yoke, and the aluminum heat sink compose the stator. The rotor shell allows

a cantilevered assembly between the rotor and the stator via two bearings.

Shown in Fig. 3.4 (right) are active materials for this motor. Compared to

the traditional, metal core topology, this air core topology demonstrates a

very thin radial build of active materials. As a result, the topology leaves

much room for aggressive cooling. In fact, the cooling method of the 1 MW

motor is implemented by a centrifugal fan mounted on the rotor. When the

rotor spins, air is pumped through the machine, pulling in air from the free

end of the cantilevered structure, as shown in Fig. 3.6. In fact, while other
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Figure 3.5: Radial dimension of the 1 MW motor.

Figure 3.6: Heat flow path for 1 MW motor. Cool air (denoted by blue
arrows) is sucked in from the free end (right side of the figure), and blown
out radially (left side of the figure).

motors with similar levels of electrical loading utilize liquid cooling that adds

significant auxiliary weight, this topology is able to achieve effective thermal

management through simple forced-air cooling. The fan blades were designed

with a target airflow speed of 20 m/s in the heat exchanger, and the air flow

was validated with a rotor spin test [39]. Armature coils are precast using

ceramic filled resin to further improve thermal performance of the copper.

To improve manufacturing and assembly qualities of the coils, coils of each
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phase are staggered with respect to coils of another phase. The resulting

coils have different end-winding length between the phases, but can easily be

addressed with appropriate drive control. Key metrics of the 1 MW motor

are summarized in Table. 3.1.

Table 3.1: Key metrics

Rated Power 1 MW
Rated Torque 665 Nm

Rated Efficiency 97.4 %
Stator Weight 34.4 kg
Rotor Weight 42 kg
Specific Power 13 kW/kg
Nominal Speed 15,000 rpm

Tip Speed 270.3 m/s
Cooling, Forced air 20 m/s
Number of Poles 20 -

Synchronous reactance 0.06 p.u.
Insulation Class H -

Table 3.2: Key metric comparison

- Best in Class Illinois

Copper current density [A/mm2]
30

(liquid cooled)
18

(air cooled)
Electric loading [kA/m] 50 39
Air gap flux density [T] 1 0.95

Shear stress [kPa] 20-35 23.6
Rotor tip speed [m/s] 300 270.3

While the motor is projected to achieve a very high specific power of 13

kW/kg, comparison of key design metrics with “best in class” values can

provide more insight, as shown in Table 3.2 [40–43]. The highest copper

current available in literature was about 30 A/mm2. For air cooled machines,

typical values range 5-12 A/mm2 [33]. Compared to that value, the Illinois

motor shows a higher current density. While this usually presents challenges

in thermal management, a narrow radial depth of the copper region allows

for manageable electric loading, and thus heat flux. Note that the electric

loading does not exceed the best-in-class value. The table also shows that the

Illinois motor is pushing the air gap flux density to its limits. While the large

magnetic gap due to slotless topology typically makes achieving high air gap
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flux density a challenge, the Halbach array overcomes the high reluctance.

The table clearly shows that the achievement of high specific power is a result

of pushing the metrics simultaneously, along with significant elimination of

heavy material compared to conventional designs.

Materials used for the design of the motor were carefully selected after a

rigorous trade-off of weight and performance. Table 3.3 shows the material

used for key parts of the motor. Carbon fiber is known to have high stiffness,

high tensile strength, high temperature tolerance, low thermal expansion, and

low weight, and thus was chosen for the retaining ring. The rotor shell not

only plays a critical role in housing magnets, but also provides an interface

between the stator and the rotor via the end plate. Titanium has the highest

strength-to-density ratio among metallic elements, and has been chosen for

the rotor shell. The fan is also titanium. Proper mechanical analyses and

tests have been performed to ensure structural integrity (both static and

dynamic) of these parts [44].

Typically, a material with high saturation flux density is utilized for the

stator yoke for high-performance machines. For example, Vacoflux 50 is

a cobalt-iron alloy which has saturation flux density of 2.1 T. Employing a

material with high saturation flux density allows reduction in yoke thickness.

While this was initially considered for the motor design, Permenorm 5000 V5

(nickel-iron alloy) is chosen for the stator yoke for the final design. While this

material has a lower saturation flux density (1.5 T), the material is found

to have lower iron losses. When a trade-off study was performed comparing

Vacoflux 50 (2 mil lamination) and Permenorm 48 (4 mil lamination), the

yoke made from Permenorm 5000 V5 is found to be heavier by 2.5 kg, but

the iron loss reduction is observed from 2 kW to 1.1 kW, even with twice the

lamination thickness.

Table 3.3: Material for key parts

Part Material

Retaining ring IM7/PEEK Carbon fiber
Rotor shell Ti 6 Al 4V Titanium

Fan Ti 6 Al 4V Titanium
Heat sink Aluminum 6061

Stator yoke NiFe (Permenorm 5000 V5)
Magnet NdFeB (N45UH)
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Neodymium boron iron (NdFeB) magnets are popular among machine de-

signers due to their high energy density. However, the hotspot temperature

in magnets is found to reach 150 °C. At these temperatures, reduction in

performance of the magnets as well as a risk of demagnetization has to be

considered carefully. While NdFeB magnets excel at lower operating tem-

peratures (120 °C), samarium cobalt (SmCo) displays more robustness under

high temperature conditions. A comparison of N45UH (NdFeB) and Recoma

35E (SmCo) under rated machine load shows that while N45UH experiences

3.62% demagnetization at 150 °C, it is still able to supply the highest air

gap flux density of 0.9 T. REcoma 35E is able to produce 0.81 T of flux

density in the air gap. The magnet losses were found to be only 0.5% of the

machine rating. This is due to another attractive feature of the motor where

the slotless topology coupled with Halbach array creates a highly sinusoidal

back-EMF waveform.

While the air gap flux density exhibits 13th harmonic from the spatial

discretization of the Halbach array, the harmonics are quickly attenuated

due to the large magnetic gap, as observed in Fig. 3.7. As a result, the

motor has a sinusoidal back-EMF waveform, as shown in Fig. 3.8. Design

and prototyping effort of this 1 MW motor included development effort of

modular, multilevel inverters that have shown to be effective at minimizing

total harmonic distortion (THD) [45]. This, coupled with a sinusoidal airgap

field, allows the topology to have very low torque ripple.

Table 3.4: Loss breakdown

Iron losses 1.1 kW
Copper losses (dc) 6.7 kW
Copper losses (ac) 2.0 kW

PM eddy current losses 0.5 kW
Windage and fan losses 11 kW

Bearing loss 0.2 kW
Additional 3 kW

Through analytical and empirical methods, coupled with a series of bench

tests (discussed in the next chapter), losses for the 1 MW motor have been

characterized and shown in Table 3.4. The three most dominant loss mech-

anisms for the machine are found to be iron, copper, and windage. While

ac losses are typically of concern at high fundamental frequencies, proper
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Figure 3.7: Air gap flux density profile obtained via FEA at different points
along the radial dimension of the coil.

Figure 3.8: Back-EMF of the 1 MW motor. Magnitude corresponds to
phase voltage magnitude.

selection of Litz wires results in ac loss that is manageable. Through the use

of very thin laminations (0.05 mm) for the stator yoke, iron losses are also

minimized. Total projected efficiency points to 97.4% for the motor. While

the motor is optimized at 15000 rpm to be integrated within jet engines at

high speed, the machine may be attractive in various applications at different

power levels and speeds. Chapter 4 describes an analytical model that can

quickly (compared to FEA) predict the electromagnetic performance of the

topology, followed by analytical/empirical models for the major loss mecha-

nisms for the topology. These models can prove to be very useful in quickly

exploring the potential benefit of the topology for different applications.
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CHAPTER 4

MODELING OF A SLOTLESS
PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS

MOTOR

An analytical model for the slotless, air core PMSM that has been devel-

oped to predict electromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical performance, is

described in the following sections. A model for computing air gap field

and torque has been developed and validated using bench tests. The loss

models include the three most dominant loss mechanisms and also have been

validated and calibrated with experiments and can serve as useful tools in

quickly sizing machines of this topology. As one of the main fixed variable

constraints for machine design is air gap heat flux, the losses are presented

in the form of heat flux as well.

4.1 Air gap field and torque computation

4.1.1 Analytical model

While finite element method (FEM) provides accurate field distribution in

the air gap, it is not suitable for comparative studies with dozens of cases

due to its high computation time. In the case of conventional machines,

characterized by small air gaps, magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) models

are often used. In the case of a slotless, air gap wound topology, simplified

models such as MEC should be avoided because of the larger magnetic air

gap and the resulting increase in air gap leakage. Thus, to calculate air

gap field for a given geometry and the resulting torque, an analytical model

(shown in Fig. 4.1) based on flux-potential transfer relations is used [46].

To obtain the model for air gap field due to magnets, we begin with

Bn = µo (Hn + Mn) , (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Analytical Model for toothless topology without rotor yoke.

where M is the magnetization intensity vector. Applying curl on both sides,

and given uniform µo,

∇×Bn = µo∇×Mn (4.2)

can be established provided that the permanent magnet region is absent of

free current such that Ampere’s law gives∇×Hn = 0. Note that in machines,

eddy currents exist in magnets leading to ohmic losses, but are neglected in

this formulation. Expressing Bn in terms of magnetic vector potential,

∇×Bn = ∇× (∇×An)

= ∇ (∇ ·An)−∇2An.
(4.3)

Using the Coulomb gauge condition, (4.2) and (4.3) can be combined to

establish a Poisson equation,

∇2An = −µo∇×Mn, (4.4)

where the subscript n denotes the harmonic number to account for a non-

sinusoidal magnetization vector. Assuming a general form of An and Mn

such that

An = Re
[
Az,ne

−jnpθ] ẑ
Mn =

[
Mr,ne

−jnpθr̂ +Mθ,ne
−jnpθθ̂

]
,

(4.5)
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(4.4) can be solved as

∂2

∂r2
Az,n +

1

r

∂

∂r
Az,n −

(np
r

)2
Az,n = −jµo

np

r
Mn, (4.6)

where r, p and θ refer to radius, number of pole pairs, and angular position,

respectively. Az,n, Mr,n, and Mθ,n refer to magnitudes of magnetic vector

potential, radial magnetization vector, and tangential magnetization vector,

of the nth harmonic. Variable Mn is calculated as Mr,n +Mθ,n/jnp. Fig. 4.2

shows an example of radial and tangential magnetization magnitudes for a

Halbach array.

Figure 4.2: Radial magnetization, Mr, and tangential magnetization, Mθ,
for one pole pair of an 8-pole rotor. The results here show the sum of 100
harmonic contents.

Upon finding homogeneous and particular solutions for (4.6), a general

transfer relation between the magnetic vector potentials and the tangential

flux densities at two different boundaries (e.g. boundaries denoted by f and

g from Fig. 4.1) can be established as[
Bf
θn

Bg
θn

]
=

[
Fo(β, α) Go(α, β)

Go(β, α) Fo(α, β)

][
Afz,n

Agz,n

]
−Ms

[
Xs

Ys

]
, (4.7)
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where

Ms =
jµonpMn

(np)2 − 1
,

Xs = αFo(β, α) + βGo(α, β) + 1,

Ys = αGo(β, α) + βFo(α, β) + 1,

and F0 and G0 are characterized as

F0(x, y) =
np

y

[(
x
y

)np
+
(
y
x

)np][(
x
y

)np
−
(
y
x

)np] ,
G0(x, y) =

2np

x

1[(
x
y

)np
−
(
y
x

)np] .
Applying a boundary condition He

θ = Hf
θ to (4.2) results in a transfer relation

between boundaries e and h,

[
Be
θn

Bh
θn

]
=

[
Fo(β, α) Go(α, β)

Go(β, α) Fo(α, β)

][
Aez,n

Ahz,n

]
+

[
−µoMθ,n −MsXs

−µoMθ,n −MsYs

]
. (4.8)

Furthermore, noting that no magnetization source exists between bound-

aries b and e, the transfer relation can be shown as[
Bb
θn

Be
θn

]
=

[
Fo(α, γ) Go(γ, α)

Go(α, γ) Fo(γ, α)

][
Abz,n

Aez,n

]
. (4.9)

Then, combining (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9), with a boundary condition stating

that Bb
θ = 0, we can obtain Be

θ and Bh
θ as

[
Be
θn

Bh
θn

]
=

[
1− Fo(α,γ)Fo(β,α)

−Go(α,γ)Go(γ,α)+Fo(γ,α)Fo(α,γ)
− β
np
G0(α, β)

− Fo(α,γ)Go(β,α)
−Go(α,γ)Go(γ,α)+Fo(γ,α)Fo(α,γ)

1− β
np
F0(α, β)

]−1
(4.10)

×

[
−µoMθ,n −MsXs

−µoMθ,n −MsYs

]
. (4.11)

From these results, tangential flux densities at all boundaries can be com-
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puted using the transfer relations. The radial component of the flux density

can be obtained by computing the curl of the magnetic vector potential. Fig.

4.3 shows the flux density of the Halbach array using the described transfer

relations. Note that the inactive side result shows the effectiveness of field

cancellation.

Figure 4.3: Magnetic flux density at Halbach array magnet surface. Air gap
side (top), and inactive side (bottom).

To find the magnetic field due to the armature coils, we start with

∇×Hn = Jf,n (4.12)

and

Bn = µoHn, (4.13)

where Jf refers to free current. Applying curl on both sides, and then using

the Coulomb gauge condition, we can establish a Poisson equation,

∇2An = −µoJf,n. (4.14)

Thus the transfer relation between the magnetic vector potentials and the

tangential flux densities at two different boundaries (e.g. boundaries denoted

by b (with radius of γ) and c (with radius of δ)) due to the coils can be shown

as [
Bb
θn

Bc
θn

]
=

[
Fo(δ, γ) Go(γ, δ)

Go(δ, γ) Fo(γ, δ)

][
Abz,n

Acz,n

]
− Jfs

[
Xfs

Yfs

]
, (4.15)
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where

Jfs =
µoJzn

(np)2 − 1
,

Xfs = γFo(δ, γ) + δGo(γ, δ) + 1,

Yfs = γGo(δ, γ) + δFo(γ, δ) + 1.

Note that Jzn refers to magnitude of current density distribution of the nth

harmonic. Using the described method, magnetic fields generated by the

Figure 4.4: Air gap field comparison between FEA and analytical method
of an 8-pole toothless motor.

permanent magnet can be computed at a certain boundary, and can be su-

perposed with the calculated magnetic field generated by the copper coils at

the same boundary to evaluate the Maxwell stress tensor. Then the torque

can be calculated as

Torque =
Dag

4

πDagLstk
∆θµop

〈BnBθ〉, (4.16)

where ∆θ accounts for the spatial discretization and p refers to the number

of pole pairs. The model was tested at various pole counts and dimensions.

Fig. 4.4 shows radial and tangential components of air gap flux density of

an 8-pole slotless machine and shows good agreement with FEA. This model

can be applied to an inner-rotor topology with boundaries and radii flipped.
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4.1.2 Experimental validation

To validate the analytical model, field measurements from hardware builds

were utilized. There were a total of two magnet assembly trials. The desired

orientations of the magnets are shown in Fig. 4.5. In this case, the air gap

flux density should be sinusoidal, as evidenced by Fig. 3.7.

Figure 4.5: Desired orientation for the Halbach array with field lines. Each
magnet is rotated 30° from the adjacent magnet piece.

However, upon receiving the rotor from the third party vendor and mea-

suring magnetic field along the inner diameter of the two assembly trials,

non-sinusoidal air gap fields were measured, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Note that

periods of the two waveforms are different because measurements from the

two assemblies were taken at different speeds. Both measurements show a

periodic waveform. The field obtained from Assembly Trial I is character-

ized by an incomplete sine wave. The field obtained from Assembly Trial II

is characterized by harmonics that create two additional peaks per half pe-

riod. In either case, the fact that each magnet is non-uniformly magnetized

with respect to the other magnets can be deduced from varying peaks of the

waveforms. Based on the Gauss meter readings, suspected orientations for

the two assembly trials are presented, as seen in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, where

misdirected magnets are represented with red arrows.

For Assembly Trial I, correctly oriented magnets are thought to cause the
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(a) Flux density measured for Assembly Trial I.

(b) Flux density measured for Assembly Trial II.

Figure 4.6: Magnetic field measurements along the inner diameter of the
rotor using a Gauss meter.

sinusoidal portion of the measured field. However, half of the magnets in the

array no longer augment the field on the air gap side. Instead, those magnets

are oriented to augment the field on the other side. In fact, the same flux

density profile is observed along the outer diameter of the rotor. For this

orientation, the radial magnetization vector is identical to the correct case,

but the tangential magnetization vector has to be modified.

For Assembly Trial II, all magnets are suspected to augment the field on

the correct side (air gap side). However, additional peaks observed in Fig.

4.6 are attributed to a consistent switch between the two adjacent magnets.

In this case, both radial and tangential magnetization vectors need to be

modified.

With the non-Halbach vectors for both assembly trials, the results from

the analytical model can be compared against the measured field. Results

are shown in Fig. 4.9. In both cases, the experimental measurements are
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Figure 4.7: Suspected orientation based on Gauss meter measurements and
corresponding magnetization vector (Assembly Trial I).

Figure 4.8: Suspected orientation based on Gauss meter measurements and
corresponding magnetization vector (Assembly Trial II).

observed to match analytical results well. Any error between the analytical

model and the Gauss measurements can be attributed to the magnetization

strength of each magnet. While the analytical model assumes each magnet is

magnetized with uniform remanent flux density, the process of magnetizing

the pieces may not be completely uniform. For example, for the Assembly

Trial I, magnets that occupy the space around θm = 3◦ may have a lower

strength than the desired specification. Another possible source of error can

be non-uniform spacing between the magnets. When the two assemblies were
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(a) Flux density comparison for Assembly Trial I.

(b) Flux density comparison for Assembly Trial II.

Figure 4.9: Comparison between magnetic field from analytical model and
Gauss meter measurements.

visually inspected, gaps between some magnets were found to be larger than

others. Ensuring even gaps between the magnet pieces is especially chal-

lenging for a Halbach array since the magnets are not uniformly oriented.

Furthermore, since the Halbach array is assembled in segments before be-

ing mounted on the rotor shell, the dimensional tolerance of the rotor shell

can also affect the non-uniformity of the gaps. This can cause uneven wave-

forms with even harmonic contents, as evidenced by Gauss measurements

from Assembly Trial II. While the analytical model does not account for

these manufacturing faults, the air gap field model compares well with the

experimental data.
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4.2 Losses

4.2.1 Iron losses

Numerous specific iron loss models have been proposed since Steinmetz’ first

formulation [31, 47, 48]. We found that the best model for specific iron loss

allows for variable loss coefficients with frequency or induction, such that

kh = f(B) and ke = f(B) [49]. Using this method, also referred to as the

Cal2 method, specific iron loss in a stator yoke with yoke flux density, Byk,

at frequency, f , can be realized as

Pyk = khfB
2
yk + kef

2B2
yk, (4.17)

where the hysteresis loss varying coefficient, kh, and eddy current loss varying

coefficient, ke, are each characterized as a cubic polynomial:

kh = kh,0 + kh,1Byk + kh,2B
2
yk + kh,3B

3
yk

ke = ke,0 + ke,1Byk + ke,2B
2
yk + ke,3B

3
yk.

(4.18)

Heat flux (W/m2) due to iron loss in the yoke can be expressed as

qyk = [khfB
2
yk + kef

2B2
yk]ρfedyk, (4.19)

where ρfe and dyk refer to volumetric mass density of yoke material and radial

dimension of the yoke. Note that flux density in the yoke can be estimated

as

Byk = Bag
Dag

2dykp
, (4.20)

where Bag and p refer to peak air gap flux density and number of magnetic

pole pairs.

Similarly, heat flux due to iron loss in the stator teeth can be shown as

qth = [k′hfB
2
th + k′ef

2B2
th]ρfedth, (4.21)

where

k′h = k′h,0 + k′h,1Bth + k′h,2B
2
th + k′h,3B

3
th

k′e = k′e,0 + k′e,1Bth + k′e,2B
2
th + k′e,3B

3
th,

(4.22)
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(a) Modified Steinmetz (b) Bertotti

(c) Cal2

Figure 4.10: Iron loss model fit.

and flux density in the teeth, Bth, can be estimated as Bth = Bag/τ , where τ

refers to teeth-to-slot pitch ratio. Fig. 4.10 shows the iron loss models, where

the dotted lines represent the vendor data and solid lines represent model fit.

While the modified Steinmetz and Bertotti models do not accurately fit the

sample loss data, the Cal2 model is observed to fit the loss data well.

Observing the expressions for iron loss density, it is apparent that adoption

of high frequency results in high iron loss density. While flux density in the

yoke can be controlled to mitigate iron losses in the yoke, flux density in the

teeth does not decrease with frequency or number of poles. Furthermore,

while slot leakage, edge effects, and harmonics are not captured in the ex-

pressions, these effects may have more adverse effects on toothed topologies.

In Chapter 5, toothed and toothless (slotless) topologies are compared.

To validate the model, a sample core of cobalt-iron alloy (“Vacoflux 48”)

with lamination thickness of 0.05 mm was obtained from Vacuumschmelze,
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(a) Vacoflux48 core with N=65
bifilar windings.

(b) Comparison between analytical
and experimental results.

Figure 4.11: Iron loss test.

along with specific iron loss data from the vendor. Sixty-five turns of bifilar

windings were wound around the sample core and the losses were measured

with secondary windings open. Fig. 4.11a shows the sample core with bifilar

windings. In the configuration, ac properties were measured first for pure

sinusoidal conditions (750 kHz and 3 kHz) and again with different mixtures

of the two superimposed signals. The 3 kHz signal simulates the fundamen-

tal frequency in the excitation coils and 750 kHz simulates the switching

frequency of the drive.

The analytical model was used to fit the specific loss data from the vendor

and the result is shown in Fig. 4.11b, along with the experimental data.

When tested with 3 kHz excitation, the iron loss density results match with

at most 10% error. Losses from the 750 kHz waveform alone are observed to

be significant due to the very high frequency of the magnetic field inside the

core. However, it is important to note that in a practical sinusoidal drive,

the maximum ripple voltage is less than 10% of the fundamental voltage,

resulting in negligible iron losses due to switching. It must also be noted

that the analytical model fits the loss data from the vendors that only include

frequencies of up to 5000 Hz, such that the fit is no longer valid at higher

frequencies.
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4.2.2 Copper losses

Several methods to analyze copper losses in Litz wire have been proposed

[50–52]. Ac loss can be attributed to the skin and proximity effect. The skin

effect is the tendency of high-frequency currents to flow on the conductor

surface, whereas the proximity effect is the formation of eddy current loops

from externally imposed varying magnetic fields. From [53], dc loss and ac

loss are given as

Pdc = I2rmsRdc (4.23)

Pac =
πω2

o
¯̂
B2nd2strLact
128ρcu

, (4.24)

where ωo,
¯̂
B2, n, dstr, and ρcu refer to frequency, spatial average of peak

flux density squared, strand number, copper strand diameter, and copper

resistivity, respectively. These losses can be represented as heat flux as

qdc = [J2
cuρcu]dcuff (1− τ) (4.25)

qac =
ω2
o

¯̂
B2d2str

32ρcu
dslotff (1− τ), (4.26)

where Jcu, dcu, and ff refer to copper current density, radial dimension of

copper coils (or slot), and copper fill factor. For the toothed topology,
¯̂
B2

represents flux density due to slot leakage. For the slotless topology, the

windings lie directly in the path of the magnet flux and are expected to have

higher ac losses.

Using the analytical models detailed in the last subsection, copper losses at

various Litz wire strand diameters are computed and presented in Fig. 4.12.

Good agreement is shown between analytical results and finite element analy-

sis. However, to accurately assess the FEA results with experimental results,

indirect balance calorimetry is used for its high-precision loss measurement

capabilities, and the experiment setup is shown in Fig, 4.13. Results are

shown in Fig. 4.14, where 11-13% error is consistently observed. Details of

the experiment can be found in [23].
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Figure 4.12: Copper losses at various strand diameters.

Figure 4.13: Schematic of indirect balance calorimetry test bench.

Figure 4.14: Experimental and FEA results.
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4.2.3 Mechanical losses

Proper characterization of mechanical losses such as friction, windage, and

bearing losses is especially important when considering high-speed machines.

While there is no universal model for obtaining bearing losses, vendors typi-

cally provide such data. Windage losses can be represented as

Pwind =
1

2
πρn3R4LCcm, (4.27)

where

Ccm = 0.065(δ/R)0.3Re−0.2, (4.28)

and ρ, n, R, L, δ, and Re refer to air density, angular speed, rotating surface

radius, rotating surface length, gap thickness, and Reynolds number [54].

Note that for obtaining windage losses in the air gap, δ is equal to air gap

length. For obtaining windage losses in non-constrained surfaces, a hydrody-

namic boundary layer must be found and used as δ. If a representative rotor

is manufactured and windage losses are obtained experimentally, then (4.27)

and (4.28) can be combined to find that windage losses can be scaled with

diameter and length as

Pwind ∝ n2.8R3.5. (4.29)

A representative motor was built and tested to validate the analytical

model. Fig. 4.15 shows the device under test and Fig. 4.16 shows estimated

and measured windage loss. Note that the previously described analytical

model for windage losses refers to “method 2” in Fig. 4.16. While the

analytical model presents an over-estimation of the actual windage losses,

general characteristics of losses vs. speed are comparable. Proper scaling of

the analytical results may be adequate for a quick first-order assessment of

windage losses of various designs for trade-off studies. Further details of the

experiment can be found in [24].
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Figure 4.15: Representative prototype in spin pit.

Figure 4.16: Analytical estimates of windage loss and experimental results.
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CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDIES

5.1 Toothed topology vs. slotless topology

In this section, previously discussed loss models and torque computation

models are used to examine whether certain topologies are favored at high

frequencies. More specifically, a conventional toothed machine and a slotless

machine will be compared with the 1 MW high-speed motor from Chapter 3

as the baseline.

For effective comparison of specific power between the conventional toothed

topology and the proposed slotless topology, analytical models and loss mod-

els are coupled with an evolutionary genetic algorithm toolbox for MATLAB.

The optimization is performed at various frequencies, within the design space

of free variables given by

θfr =
[
dcu dpm

]T
, (5.1)

where dcu and dpm refer to radial dimensions of coils and magnets. Fixed

variables are given by

θfx =
[
Do qag P Byk

]T
, (5.2)

where qag refers to the total heat flux (qag = qfe + qcu + qmech). Do, P, and

Byk refer to machine outer diameter, rated power, and yoke flux density,

respectively. To quantify the rated torque and rated power of the slotless

topology, transfer relations developed in Chapter 4 are used. For the con-

ventional toothed topology, effective magnetic airgap distance is calculated

as

g′ = gcs, (5.3)
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where g refers to physical airgap, and cs refers to Carter’s coefficient,

cs =
wss + wwt

wst +
4g

π
ln

(
1 +

πwss

4g

), (5.4)

where wss and wst refer to slot width and tooth width, respectively [55]. The

obtained effective airgap is used with the transfer relation model to obtain

the field in the airgap. Tooth width to slot pitch ratio, τ , of 0.5 is assumed.

A few assumptions are made to constrain the problem. For high frequen-

cies, thin gauge lamination thickness (< 14 mils) is recommended [56]. Con-

sidering the practicality of thin laminations (in terms of manufacturability,

handling, and availability), 7 mil lamination thickness is chosen. Low strand

diameter wires are chosen to minimize ac losses. Tip speed is fixed to match

the baseline design to focus the trade-off study on electrical and magnetic

loading comparison. With a reference speed of 15000 rpm, frequency is in-

creased while speed is kept constant. A minimum efficiency requirement of

96% is enforced.

Fig. 5.1 shows the comparison of specific power at different operating

frequencies for two topologies.

Figure 5.1: Specific power comparison between slotless topology and
conventional toothed topology at different frequencies and N = 15 krpm.

As expected, while the benefit in weight for the slotless topology is appar-

ent at higher frequencies, conventional toothed machines may display higher

specific power at lower frequencies. Note that the data is not provided for the

conventional toothed machine at frequencies higher than 2500 Hz because the
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Figure 5.2: Radial dimensions of coil and magnet for the slotless topology.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of electrical and magnetic loading for the slotless
topology.

Figure 5.4: Comparison of electrical and magnetic loading for toothed
topology.

efficiency constraint cannot be satisfied at higher frequencies for this partic-

ular speed chosen. A similar trend is expected for motor designs with various

rotational speeds, assuming the same tip speed across the designs. At higher
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of electrical and magnetic loading for toothed
topology.

speeds, the machine diameter decreases, being able to accommodate lower

pole count.

In Fig. 5.2, decrease in radial length with increasing frequency is observed

for the slotless topology, which can be directly related to the weight of the

machine. However, as the efficiency of the topology reaches the minimum

requirement at around 1750 Hz, the radial length is increased to maintain

the 96% efficiency while sacrificing the specific power. A similar observation

can be made in Fig. 5.3, where electrical loading and magnetic loading for

the slotless topology are shown. As frequency increases, magnetic loading

is decreased to account for iron losses, and electrical loading is forced to

increase to maintain torque. Fig. 5.4 shows a similar trend.

The main difference between the two topologies is the presence of stator

teeth. For the slotless topology, varying the dimension of magnets and cop-

per radial dimension (because of the absence of teeth) can, to some degree,

control the iron losses within a manageable amount. However, teeth are

observed to cause very high iron losses, as shown in Fig. 5.5. Here, iron

losses for the toothed topology are observed to increase faster than those of

the slotless topology. Note that the decrease in iron losses for the toothed

topology after 2000 Hz is due to the enforced efficiency constraint.
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5.2 STARC-ABL

The previous section demonstrates that the slotless machines show a potential

benefit in specific power at high frequencies, as shown in (2.11). However,

the benefit of the high-frequency, slotless topology must also be studied to

account for various applications of lightweight machines. Specifically, many

aircraft propulsor designs have low angular velocity (∼ 3000 rpm). While

power density and specific power of conventional machines, described by

(2.9), are thought to diminish at lower speeds, (2.11) shows that as long

as high tip speed is maintained, high specific power can be achieved. To

investigate the claim, designs are optimized at various speeds, while the tip

speed of the rotor is kept constant.

Figure 5.6: Specific power (active material only) of slotless machine at
different angular speeds. Additional lines illustrate ideal cases of
torque-sized machines and constant tip speed machines.

In Fig. 5.6, the line labeled “constant torque” illustrates machines de-

scribed by (2.9). With electrical loading and magnetic loading restricted due

to thermal and material constraints, specific power of torque-sized machines

decays to zero with low angular speeds. However, if the size of the motor is

allowed to grow to maintain high tip speeds even at lower rotational speeds,

specific power is seen to decay only a little. The discrepancy between the
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ideal constant tip speed case (labeled “constant tip speed” in Fig. 5.6) and

the simulated case can be attributed to high dc losses at lower speeds. At

these speeds, the D/L ratio of the machine grows and the effects of end

windings become more prominent.

Figure 5.7: Specific power (auxiliary weight added) of a slotless machine at
different angular speeds.

In Fig. 5.7, specific power of the designs considering the total weight of

the machine is shown. While the growth in diameter allows the tip speed

of the machine to stay constant, the structural weight of the machine is

observed to cause rapid decrease of specific power (curve labeled “worst case”

in Fig. 5.7). More specifically, the weight of the end plate region seen in Fig.

3.4 increases significantly, when the motor is applied to a notional electric

propulsor. Another curve labeled “total weight” assumes a different system

context where the motor may be directly integrated with the fan blades to

reduce the weight increase associated with the end plate.

Following these results, a more extensive investigation is performed to

compare the weight among several motor designs for an electric fan. The

specific target application of this case study is the tail cone propulsor for

the NASA’s newly proposed turboelectric concept aircraft called STARC-

ABL. STARC-ABL stands for a single-aisle turboelectric aircraft with an aft

boundary-layer propulsor and the aircraft is shown in Fig. 5.8. The 2.6 MW,

3000 rpm boundary layer propulsor allows reduction of drag that exists on

the fuselage of an aircraft by ingesting the hydrodynamic boundary layer
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Figure 5.8: STARC-ABL concept. (NASA photo).

that exists on the surface, which allows for a significant reductions in system

fuel burn [57,58].

Upon examining the geometry of the tail cone propulsor published in [57,

58], three possible motor-fan integrations are realized:

1. High speed, outer rotor (fan driven via a gearbox)

2. Direct drive, outer rotor (motor located at the base of the fan blades)

3. Direct drive, inner rotor (motor located at the tip of the fan blades,

“rim driven”)

These concepts are illustrated in Fig. 5.9. Concept 1, with an operating

speed of 15,000 rpm, has the potential for highest specific power. However,

with a need for a 5:1 gear, both efficiency and specific power may be reduced.

The second concept is a direct drive motor, with operating speed of 3000 rpm.

The last concept places the motor at the tip of the fan with an operating

speed of 3000 rpm. Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 illustrate what Concept 2 and

Concept 3 motors would look like when integrated to the fan.

5.2.1 Multi-objective optimization scheme

For fair comparison of specific power and efficiency across different concepts,

an evolutionary genetic algorithm toolbox for MATLAB, i.e., GOSET [60],

was utilized to obtain a Pareto optimal front for each concept. The opti-
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the STARC-ABL tailcone propulsor showing three
possible locations for the motor [59].

Figure 5.10: CAD illustration of direct drive, outer rotor motor and fan
integration [59].

mization was performed within the design space of free variables,

Vfree =
[
p dcu dpm Lact Jslot

]T
, (5.5)

where p, dcu, dpm, Lact, and Jslot refer to number of pole pairs, copper radial

height, magnet radial height, active length, and slot current density, respec-

tively. Since this is a slotless topology, each winding block is referred to as a
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Figure 5.11: CAD illustration of direct drive, inner rotor rim driven fan
integration [59].

slot. Fixed variables were included to constrain the optimization problem as

Vfixed =
[
ωm qag P Byk Do

]T
, (5.6)

where qag refers to total heat flux in the air gap such that qag = qyk + qdc +

qac + qwind. ωm, P, Byk, and Do refer to mechanical angular speed, rated

power, peak yoke flux density, and machine outer diameter, respectively.

The heat flux in the air gap, denoted as qag, was fixed to that of the baseline

design across different concepts and designs, as it was treated as a cooling

specification. Experiences with the fan design from the baseline design sug-

gest that qag = 65 kW/m2 is manageable with a 20 m/s airflow through the

heat exchanger. While this assumption may not be completely true in other

design concepts, it is useful in providing first-order comparison between the

concepts.

The free variables, along with the constraints enforced by the fixed vari-

ables (such as P , Byk, and Do), were applied to the slotless, outer rotor

transfer relation model developed in Chapter 4. Distance variables (α, β, γ,

δ) from the transfer relation model were flipped to calculate torque for the

Concept 3 topology with an inner rotor. Iron loss, copper loss, and windage

loss for each concept are calculated using the models discussed from Chapter

4.
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Permenorm 500V5 is chosen as the stator yoke material across all designs

for its low iron loss characteristics. Hysteresis loss varying coefficient, kh, and

eddy current loss varying coefficient, ke, of this material at a 4 mil lamination

thickness are calculated to be


kh,0

kh,1

kh,1

kh,2

 =


7.9312× 10−3

−4.0627× 10−4

−1.0379× 10−2

6.9669× 10−3

 (5.7)


ke,0

ke,1

ke,1

ke,2

 =


1.1698× 10−5

−3.0958× 10−5

3.9228× 10−5

−1.4954× 10−5

 , (5.8)

where these coefficients fit the model described in (4.17).

From the input, Vfree, the algorithm generates candidate designs and out-

puts a Pareto front that investigates the tradeoff between total weight, Wtot,

and efficiency, η, with fitness functions given by

f(Vfree) =
[

1
Wtot

1
η

]T
. (5.9)

To assess the total weight of a design, a detailed CAD model is used.

With information from the baseline design, radial dimensions of structural

components such as titanium, shell and carbon fiber retaining ring can be

scaled for various rotor tip speeds. The effect of stack length on end plate

thickness is also included to account for static deflection (thickness of end

plate ∝ 1/Lstack) [44]. In addition to materials, fixed Litz wire strand diam-

eter, fill factor, and yoke lamination thickness are enforced. Note that the

strand diameter is chosen to accommodate the skin depth at the maximum

frequency used in the study.

5.2.2 Optimization results and concept comparison

Fig. 5.12 shows the results from the optimization study, as generated with

500 individual, 500 generation optimization runs per design. For Concept 1,
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gearbox loss of 1% is assumed and the weight of the gearbox is estimated

using empirical correlations from a survey of numerous gearboxes used in

aircraft applications [61].

Figure 5.12: Case study results showing Pareto optimal front for three
designs using genetic algorithm. The star symbol marks the final choice for
BLI fan motor.

Upon comparison of the results, the benefits of 15000 rpm operation with

an outer rotor motor are once again highlighted. With high rotational speed

and high tip speed, the motor designed for Concept 1 displays the lowest

weight among the three motors. However, when the effect of a gearbox is

added, the high-efficiency, low-weight characteristics are compromised. The

outer-rotor motor (Concept 2) in the plot shows potential for high efficiency,

but with higher weight. The extra weight is in agreement with the fact that

low rotor tip speed causes reduction in specific power. With a speed con-

straint of 3000 rpm and outer diameter constraint of 23 inches, tip speed of

the motor is constrained to 1/4 to that of the Concept 1 and Concept 3 mo-

tors. The rim-driven fan design, however, has high tip speeds even at low rpm

due to its larger outer diameter. The benefit of high tip speed is clear, while

the high frequency causes slightly lower efficiency. Furthermore, because the

rotor is no longer on the outside of the motor, the cantilevered design and

its associated auxiliary weight can be eliminated. With an outer stator, the

aluminum heat exchanger can also be eliminated since the heat due to copper

and iron losses can be directly extracted from the outer surface of the ma-
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chine. While this rim-driven fan topology seems optimal at a glance, having

electromagnetic interaction at such a large diameter comes with significant

mechanical risks and difficulty identifying appropriately rated bearings, and

thus may not be a feasible concept.

A common parameter that drives the weight-efficiency tradeoff for the

three concepts is found to be pole count (or rather, frequency). For example,

an examination of the Pareto front for Concept 2 shows that the design with

lowest efficiency and weight has 40 poles (1000 Hz), whereas the design with

highest efficiency and weight has 14 poles (350 Hz). The 40 pole design is

characterized by a very thin radial build at the expense of high ac losses,

where the opposite is true for the 14 pole design. This is illustrated in Fig.

5.13, where both magnet radial height and copper radial height are observed

to reduce due to high pole count designs toward the left of the curve.

Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 provide more insight into the trade-off between weight

and efficiency of the most favorable concept - Concept 2. Because of the re-

duced radial dimensions for the magnet and the constrained outer dimension,

air gap diameter is allowed to increase, as seen in Fig. 5.14. It is also in-

teresting to note that these low weight, lower efficiency designs demonstrate

longer active length than the designs on the far right. This indicates that

the effect of higher pole, higher frequency designs on reduction in weight

is greater than the effect of longer active length. Fig. 5.15 shows a trend

in reduced electrical loading and magnetic loading for lower efficiency, low

weight designs to accommodate higher losses.

Figure 5.13: PM radial height and coil radial height for different designs for
Concept 2.
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Figure 5.14: Air gap diameter and stack length for different designs for
Concept 2.

Figure 5.15: Electrical and magnetic loading for different designs for
Concept 2.

5.2.3 Selected design

With various considerations discussed in the previous section, a final concept

and design was chosen and marked with the star symbol in Fig. 5.12. While

the weight of the machine is critical for aircraft, an additional 2 points of

efficiency over the assumed 96% metric used in the STARC-ABL feasibility

study in [57] could be valuable in a propulsion system context. Key metrics
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and dimensions for the final design can be found in Table 5.1. The motor

voltage is determined to be 470 V (rms, line-line). Modular inverters should

be used to drive the motor to accommodate appropriate current ratings.

Table 5.1: Key metrics and dimensions for the selected motor

Rated Power 2.6 MW
Rated Efficiency 98 %
Nominal Speed 3000 rpm

Cooling, Forced air 20 m/s
Tip Speed 93.76 m/s

Outer Diameter 23.5 in.
Number of Poles 32 -

PM Radial Thickness 0.84 in.
Air Gap Diameter 20.3 in.

Coil Radial Thickness 0.40 in.
Stator Yoke Radial Thickness 0.36 in.

Physical Air Gap 0.094 in.
Stack Length 15.3 in.
Specific Power 11 kW/kg
Total Weight 230 kg

Electromagnetic performance and a power rating of 2.6 MW were verified

using FEA, where the model shown in Fig. 5.16 highlights the thin radial

build of the topology. A loss breakdown of the machine is shown in Fig.

5.17. With tip speed that is only a third of the baseline 1 MW design, the

percentage of windage losses is found to be much lower (compared to 70 %

of the losses being windage in the baseline motor). As a result, a bigger

percentage of air gap heat flux can be allocated to copper losses, allowing

for more electrical loading (2.3 times larger), and thus maintaining a >10

kW/kg of specific power.

The hotspot temperature for this design was analyzed using thermal FEA,

as shown in Fig 5.18. A periodic model with one coil segment was used to

reduce the computational expense while capturing the most important heat

transfer considerations. A heat source of 225 W was applied to the copper

coils. This value corresponds to the total expected copper losses divided

by the number of coil segments. Iron loss and windage loss at the air gap

have also been included in the study. Across the heat sink, a convection

boundary condition was applied with an air flow of 20 m/s at an ambient

temperature of 23 °C. More moderate cooling is assumed in the air gap,

with an air flow of 10 m/s [39]. These assumptions are analogous to the
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studies performed for the baseline design [39]. The results show that the

copper coils operate at an average temperature of about 150 °C, with a

hotspot temperature of 176 °C. This two-dimensional analysis shows that the

hotspot temperature is within the temperature rating of the intended Class

H insulation. However, a more rigorous investigation considering the effects

of atmospheric conditions at altitude and 3-d effects must be performed. For

example, while the temperature at cruise altitude is around -56.5 °C, and can

greatly help management of thermal losses, proper fan design must consider

that atmospheric pressure drops by a factor of five (compared to sea level).

Figure 5.16: Electromagnetic finite element model and resulting magnetic
field lines.

Mechanical analysis of the retaining ring is performed to ensure integrity

of the rotor structure. This is important to ensure proper contacts with

the bearings, which do not provide any support in tension. A static FEA

was performed using Autodesk Inventor on a section of the periodic rotor.

Boundary conditions and material properties were prescribed as shown in

Fig. 5.19. The right end of the rotor is assumed not to expand due to added

material from the fan and is set as a fixed boundary condition. The left

end of the motor is open to expand. This direct drive motor is assumed to

spin with a fan speed of 3000 RPM to generate radial body forces pointing

away from the center of the motor. Note that the mechanical simulations

were performed using retaining ring material properties at room temperature.
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Figure 5.17: Loss breakdown of the selected design.

Figure 5.18: Thermal finite element model and resulting heatmap.

The effects of heat flux from the coils on the carbon fiber retaining ring and

titanium are neglected in this analysis, because of convective cooling in the

air gap. The heat flux due to windage at the rotor outer diameter is found to

be small (as seen in Fig. 5.17) and thus was also excluded for this analysis.

The results of the finite element analysis are presented in Fig 5.20. The

maximum stress experienced in both the rotor shell and retaining ring are
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well below the endurance life of carbon fiber and titanium, where endurance

life is taken as half of the ultimate strength. The maximum displacement of

the rotor is near 0.15 mm, validating the ability of the retaining ring to keep

the rotor in contact with the bearings.

Figure 5.19: Mechanical boundary conditions for rotor finite element
analysis.

Figure 5.20: Results of retaining ring structural analysis.

A CAD rendering of the selected direct drive 2.6 MW BLI fan motor is

shown in Fig. 5.21. Note that the fan shown in the figure is only for il-

lustration and is not optimized to force air through the heat exchangers.

Another iteration of design optimization will be performed in conjunction

with a propulsor fan design, where the effects of fan dynamics will be taken

into account. Because of the substantial axial load associated with propul-

sors, proper bearing choices will need to be made.
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Figure 5.21: CAD rendering of Concept 2 motor selected from design
optimization results. Fan and bearings shown in the rendering are not
representative of the final design.
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CHAPTER 6

EFFECTS OF MANUFACTURING
TOLERANCES ON CIRCULATING

CURRENT

As presented in earlier chapters, the benefits of the proposed topology in

terms of reduction in weight and volume are clear. However, the cantilevered,

outer rotor topology coupled with a slotless armature not only makes manu-

facturing the motor with tight tolerances a challenge, but also makes the

topology more sensitive to the effects of these manufacturing tolerances.

These effects may include significant circulating currents [62–64] and un-

balanced magnetic forces and torque ripple. This chapter focuses on the

effect on circulating currents in the form of imbalanced back-EMF between

the coils. Fig. 6.1 shows two consequences of manufacturing the cantilevered,

slotless motor.

(a) Rotor eccentricity. Rotor and stator
center may not be aligned, causing
varying air gap.

(b) Imbalanced coils. l1 may not equal
l2 causing variance in coil inductance.

Figure 6.1: Challenges of manufacturing a cantilevered, slotless motor.

A conventional megawatt class motor is characterized by a rotor that is

supported by two bearings on each end. But in the case of the cantilevered

rotor, the rotor is prone to eccentricity with respect to the stator. The re-

sulting varying air gap length can lead to differences in back-EMF magnitude

between the coils. The rotor eccentricity can cause differences between coil

axis and the rotor direct axis, causing a phase shift between the back-EMFs.
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This chapter considers the cantilevered structure with two bearings to be

more prone to static eccentricity and considers only the effect of static ec-

centricity.

Conventional motors are characterized by nearly constant spacing between

the coils, ensured by stator teeth. The stator laminations are usually stamped

with very tight tolerances (± 5 mils, or 0.127 mm). These motors are insensi-

tive to varying coil dimensions because the magnetic circuit is defined by the

teeth. However, in the absence of these teeth, these pre-cast Litz coils may

not be dimensionally identical to one another, creating imbalanced windings.

Further imbalance can happen during the winding placement process on the

stator yoke as well.

Figure 6.2: Armature coil connection and drive integration.

The effect of both static eccentricity and imbalanced coils could cause

circulating current. As shown in Fig. 6.2, the armature consists of a 3 phase,

20 pole distributed winding with 2 slots per pole per phase (10 pre-cast coils

per phase), and a 5/6th winding pitch. A total of five inverter modules will

drive a section of the motor, where each module drives two coils per phase
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in parallel. Ideally, there would be no imbalance between back-EMFs of two

parallel coils, causing the circulating current (denoted by i1 − i2) to be zero.

However, if there are any differences in the two back-EMFs, coupled with

low reactance characteristics of the topology, a significant circulating current

would be created within the parallel pair.

In the following sections, an analytical field model used to analyze the effect

of manufacturing tolerances on the motor will be detailed and compared

against nonlinear FEA. The method will be tested against measurements

from a low-field rotor spin test.

6.1 Analytical model

6.1.1 Rotor eccentricity

The model used for eccentricity analysis is shown in Fig. 6.3. The ideal

physical air gap of the machine is 2.4 mm at rated speed (15000 rpm) with the

balanced rotor. For static eccentricity, the stator center position is changed

in the radial direction (le mm) and angle (θe deg). From Fig. 6.3, coil # 1

occupies the space that corresponds to θ = 3◦ through 39◦. As shown in the

figure, when θe = 21◦, the section denoted as coil # 1 has the least magnetic

reluctance, whereas the section denoted coil # 6 has the biggest reluctance.

The variance in physical air gap can be described as

lg(θ) = l0 − lecos(θ − θe), (6.1)

where l0 is the air gap without eccentricity (2.4 mm). The rotor eccentricity

can also generate a phase shift in back-EMF of the parallel coils. The phase

shift (in degrees) can be calculated as

Pshift =
lesin(θ − θe)
2πα/(p/2)

× 360, (6.2)

where α corresponds to inner radius of the rotor. The expression for varying

air gap can be directly applied to the transfer model described in Chapter 4,
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Figure 6.3: Eccentricity model with relevant parameters.

such that the outer radius of the yoke, γ, varies with θ,

γ(θ) = γ0 − lecos(θ − θe). (6.3)

6.1.2 Circulating current

Because of the parallel connection between the coils, circulating current is

generated due to eccentricity and fabrication tolerance. For example, the

phasor voltage of each winding can be written as

V = ir − jXLi± jXM iM + E, (6.4)

where r, iM , XL and XM refer to winding series resistance, mutual current,

winding self-inductance, and mutual inductance, respectively. If we assume

that the resistor voltage drop (ir) and the mutual voltage drop (XM iM) are

small, then the following relationship between two parallel connected coils

(coils # 1 and # 2, for example) can be found:

V1 = V2 ≈ −jXli1 + E1 = −jXLi2 + E2. (6.5)
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Thus, circulating current between them can be found as

i1 − i2 =
(E2 − E1)

jXL

. (6.6)

The above equation stresses the effect of unbalanced back-EMF between

the coils. The influence of unbalanced back-EMF on circulating current is

magnified by the low-reactance characteristic of the slotless topology [65].

While self-inductances across various windings are ideally uniform, they may

also experience variation under eccentricity due to saturation.

6.1.3 Imbalanced winding

Apart from rotor eccentricity, another source of imbalance could arise from

manufacturing tolerances of the stator windings. The coils of the discussed

topology are manually pre-cast and are attached to the stator yoke with a

ceramic filled resin for proper bonding and effective thermal transfer. This

process can lead to nonuniform coil dimensions and spacing between the

coils. The nonuniform spacing may cause variation in coil inductance. Such

nonuniformity can be modeled by varying the arc angle between the coils, as

shown in Fig. 6.4. As seen in the figure, each winding block occupies 2.82◦

and has an ideal gap of 0.18◦ between the blocks. The maximum range of

movement between adjacent windings is set from −0.18◦ to 0.18◦.

Figure 6.4: Coil nonuniformity model.
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To obtain the effect of nonuniformity on inductance, transfer relations

from Chapter 4 can be utilized. Following a typical method to calculate the

inductance under unsaturated conditions, 1 A of current is injected into a

single coil, while 0 A is enforced in all other coils. Fields from the magnets

are neglected in this case. Fig. 6.5 (top) shows the input to the transfer

relation model that corresponds to 1 A input with three turns. The resulting

magnetic field at the coil surface is shown in Fig. 6.5 (bottom). The field

result is consistent with that of FEA.

Figure 6.5: Current density distribution (top) and flux density waveform at
coil surface due to coil excitation (bottom) using transfer relation.

However, the gap of 0.18◦ between the windings is small and thus impos-

sible to implement using the transfer relations. The model uses the Fourier

transform of the current density distribution, and is found to be insensitive

to such a small gap. Therefore, inductances due to imbalanced windings are

calculated only by changing the flux linkage area.
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6.2 Analytical results and comparison

6.2.1 Back-EMF due to rotor eccentricity

For the analysis of no-load flux density distribution with eccentricity, le = 0.6

mm and θe = 21◦ are chosen arbitrarily. In Fig. 6.6, the impact of eccentricity

on field distribution is highlighted. Without eccentricity, the flux density in

the stator yoke shows a uniform peak of 1.35 T in each pole, as designed.

However, with eccentricity of just 0.6 mm, the highest flux density near coil

#1 is observed to be 1.41 T, a 4.5% increase from the no-eccentricity case.

The flux density in the vicinity of coil #6 shows a 7.4% decrease.

Figure 6.6: Flux density distribution of 1MW motor with no eccentricity
(left) and eccentricity of le = 0.6 mm and θe = 21◦ (right).

The impact of eccentricity on the back-EMF waveform is obtained using

the transfer relation (as described in Chapter 4) and Faraday’s law of induc-

tion. The results are shown in Fig. 6.7 and Table 6.1, and are shown to

be very similar to the results obtained from FEA. As expected, coil #1 has

the largest back-EMF of 502 Vpk while coil #6 has the lowest back-EMF of

462 Vpk. The error in magnitude between the analytical model and FEA is

at most 0.2%. As for phase shift, coils #3 and #4 have the largest leading

angle, and coils #8 and #9 have the largest lagging angle, as expected, while

coils #1 and #6 have no phase shift.

Fig. 6.8 shows the impact of varied le and θe on the magnitude of the

back-EMFs among the coils. Shown in the left plot of Fig. 6.8 is the change

of back-EMF magnitude from varying le when the angle is fixed at θe =
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Figure 6.7: Back-EMF waveform of phase A with eccentricity of le = 0.6
mm and θe = 21◦ obtained from analytical model (left) and non-linear FEA
(right).

Table 6.1: Back-EMF results of analytical model and FEA

Coil # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Vpeak
(Analytical)

503 499 489 477 467 463 467 477 489 499

Vpeak
(FEA)

502 499 488 476 466 462 466 476 488 499

Pshift

(Analytical)
0 +1.44 +2.33 +2.33 +1.44 0 -1.44 -2.33 -2.33 -1.44

Pshift

(FEA)
0 + 1.41 +2.29 +2.30 +1.43 0 -1.43 -2.30 -2.29 -1.41

21◦, denoted as a percentage of the baseline back-EMF of 340.8 Vrms. As

mentioned, the back-EMFs of two opposite winding pairs are symmetrical.

When the radial distance is increased, the value of the back-EMF is observed

to increase or decrease linearly. In an extreme case of le = 1.8 mm, the back-

EMF of coil #1 increases by 11.25% and the back-EMF of coil #6 decreases

by 11.91%. Shown in the right plot of Fig. 6.8 is the change of back-EMF

magnitude from varying θe while the distance is fixed at le = 0.6 mm. In this

case, the back-EMF distributions are bilaterally symmetric around the axis

at θe = 21◦. Within the range of θe shown, coil #1 still demonstrates the

largest back-EMF magnitude, while coil #6 demonstrates the smallest back-

EMF magnitude. Back-EMF of coil #1 and coil #6 vary between 104.06%

and 104.27%, and 95.88% and 96.08%, respectively. With bigger le, the

variation is expected to be greater. Once θe exceeds 39◦, the smallest air gap

lies within the vicinity of coil #2, and the back-EMF of coil #2 will have the
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Figure 6.8: Back-EMF magnitude versus radial distance (top) and
circumferential angle of eccentricity (bottom).

largest magnitude, with a maximum at θe = 57◦.

6.2.2 Circulating current due to rotor eccentricity

Considering that the magnitude of circulating current in the parallel-connected

coils is mainly determined by imbalance in back-EMF, proper choices in

drive-motor connection can be employed. Two cases are highlighted in this

subsection, where five inverters are used to drive the motor. In one case,

each inverter is connected to two coils that are adjacent to each other. In
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Figure 6.9: Configuration according to the winding method and inverter
number.

the other case, each inverter is connected to two coils that are opposite of

each other. The two cases, along with a “control” case of one (instead of

five) inverter, are visualized in Fig. 6.9. Fig. 6.10 shows the magnitude of

circulating current in each of the cases, with le = 0.6 mm and θe = 21◦. The

rated current is also marked in the figure. Coils with current magnitude that

is farther away from the rated value of 93 Arms can be interpreted as having

higher circulating current. While the difference in magnitude of back-EMF

between the coils causes circulating current in each of the coils, the effect

is amplified by phase difference as well. As expected, having all coils con-

nected in parallel (Case I) displays the biggest circulating current magnitude,

where a maximum of 69% increase over the rated value is observed. At first

glance, Case III seems most ideal, because coils #1 and #6 have no phase

difference, as evidenced by the current magnitudes shown for the coils. How-

ever, this connection topology also couples coils #9 and #4, which have the

largest phase difference, leading to a maximum current magnitude of 65%

over the rated current. Case II connects two adjacent coils in parallel and

thus minimizes the phase difference in back-EMF. Consequently, only a 32%

increase over the rated coil current is observed. Case II is therefore the best

drive-motor connection method for the 1 MW motor. Note that utilizing

10 inverters and having no coils in parallel would completely eliminate the

circulating current issue.

One method to reduce circulating currents is to use ungrounded neutrals
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Figure 6.10: Coil current for different drive-motor connections.

Figure 6.11: Comparison between grounding and non-grounding.

between the two parallel windings of each inverter. The differences in neutral

point voltage are analyzed and the effects on circulating current magnitude

are shown in Fig. 6.11, where Case IV corresponds to a case where neutrals

of the paralleled coils are connected to the inverter.

The results show that while the overall trend of Case IV is similar to that
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Figure 6.12: Coil current magnitude versus radial distance (top) and
circumferential angle of eccentricity (bottom).

of Case II, the maximum circulating current for Case IV is reduced by 2%.

An analytical model is also used to compare against Case IV, where an error

is observed. That can be attributed to the fact that the analytical model

does not take saturation into account. While the 2% improvement does not

seem substantial, the effect on copper losses (which is proportional to current

squared) can be bigger. For example, a 2% improvement in magnitude of

circulating current corresponds to 3% improvement in dc copper losses. Thus,

Case IV (with neutral grounding) is thought to be a good option to alleviate

circulating current issues.

The effects of varying le and θe for Case IV are shown in Fig. 6.12. Note

that the effect of saturation is more magnified in the current analysis due to
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low reactance and presence of load. For varying le, the circulating current

of coil #1 is increased by 86.37% while a reduction of 90.73% is observed

for coil #5. For varying θe, coil #6 has the largest circulating current at

θe = 21◦, but no longer the largest as the angle is increased. This is due to

the phase shift of the circulating current. Note that the scalar sum of the

circulating current at the two connected parallel windings is higher than that

of the baseline model because of phase shift.

6.2.3 Inductance due to imbalanced winding

Inductance is calculated using both an analytical model and FEA, and is

shown in Fig. 6.13. Similar to the analytical model, an unsaturated core was

used for FEA simulations with a current density distribution corresponding

to that shown in Fig. 6.5. Results show that the inductance obtained from

the analytical model has an error of 0.2% at a shift angle of zero. In any

case, the increase or decrease in overall inductance of the coil with varying

gap width is within ±1.25% according to the analytical model and 1.03%

according to FEA. From the inductance measurements shown in Table 6.2,

Figure 6.13: Self-inductance of a single coil.

the average inductances of different three phases are observed to be consis-

tently higher than the expected values, due to effect of end windings. Note

that the effect of longer end windings for phases B and C is observed in the

form of higher inductances. While there is a non-negligible error between

the experimental measurements and FEA, the percentage errors between the
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Table 6.2: Lab measurements for coil self-inductance values (µH)

Coil # Phase A Phase B Phase C

1 11.110 11.058 11.332
2 11.078 11.084 11.396
3 11.151 11.148 11.338
4 11.158 11.160 11.384
5 11.121 11.193 11.393
6 11.079 11.161 11.376
7 11.108 11.153 11.269
8 11.006 11.102 11.438
9 11.105 11.177 11.359
10 11.097 11.113 11.318

Average 11.101 11.135 11.360

measured inductances and their average values are well within the expected

worst cases hypothesized by the study, as shown in Fig. 6.14.

Figure 6.14: Inductance variance comparison between simulation and
measurements.

6.3 Experimental validation with low-field rotor

To experimentally validate the rotor eccentricity model and its effect on

the back-EMF, a low-field motor was manufactured. The low-field rotor, as

shown in Fig. 6.15, consists of two rectangular magnets per pole, along with
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a thin rotor yoke and a non-magnetic support structure. Table 6.3 shows the

key dimensions and specifications. The motor is rated to spin safely at 300

rpm.

Figure 6.15: Low-field rotor hardware and FEA model. A pole pair is
shown.

Table 6.3: Low-field rotor dimensions and specification

Outer diameter 329.4 mm
Magnet height 6.35 mm
Magnet width 19.1 mm
Yoke thickness 2.95 mm

Yoke saturation flux density 1.7T
Magnet remnant flux density 1.32T

6.3.1 Air gap field and back-EMF model

The field model based on the transfer relation in Chapter 4 was specifically

developed for a Halbach array and does not consider the presence of a rotor

yoke. The low-field rotor described in the previous subsection includes a

rotor yoke and the model must be re-formulated. The appropriate model is

shown in Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: Analytical model for field estimation including the rotor yoke.

To include the presence of a rotor yoke in the transfer relation model,

a boundary condition of Bb
θ = 0 needs to be included. Applying the two

boundary conditions to the transfer relation, the vector potential at boundary

e can be obtained as

Aez,n =

1
µr
Ms

[
Go(α,β)
Fo(α,β)

Ys −Xs

]
1
µr

Go(α,β)Go(β,α)
Fo(α,β)

− Go(α,γ)Go(γ,α)
Fo(α,γ)

+ Fo(γ, α)− 1
µr
Fo(β, α)

. (6.7)

From the vector potential solution at boundary e, vector potentials at

boundaries b and g, and thus radial flux densities at those boundaries, can

be obtained. It must be noted, however, that this transfer relation is derived

in a cylindrical coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 6.17, if the magnet is

arc-shaped and magnetized radially inward or outward, the radial magnetiza-

tion vector will resemble a square wave, while the tangential magnetization

is zero. However, in the case of the low-field rotor, rectangular magnets

with magnetization vector normal to the magnet surface were employed. To

accurately obtain the field from such magnets and magnetization using the

transfer relation model, radial and tangential magnetization vectors in the

model should be in the form shown in Fig. 6.17. More specifically, the top

part of the square wave is replaced with a curve described by a sine function.

Furthermore, a nonzero, sinusoidal wave models the tangential magnetization

vector.

Following this method, the magnetization vector for the low-field rotor

can be modeled as shown in Fig. 6.18, and the resulting air gap field can be

found as in Fig. 6.19. The results show that the normal magnetization model

matches FEA well, while the radial magnetization model displays error. This

demonstrates that even rectangular magnets with magnetization normal to
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Figure 6.17: Magnetization vector shape comparison between two different
magnet shapes and magnetization direction.

Figure 6.18: Magnetization vector for the low-field rotor (one pole pair
shown).

the magnet surface can be successfully modeled using the transfer relation

model with a cylindrical coordinate system.

The back-EMF waveform can be found by computing the time derivative

of the flux linkage. While the air gap flux density of the 1 MW Halbach

array is highly sinusoidal, the low-field rotor contains a non-negligible third-

harmonic, even at the surface of the stator yoke. Thus, the fundamental and

third harmonic content should be extracted from the field, and contributions

from each to back-EMF must be considered separately. The back-EMF can
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Figure 6.19: Comparison between air gap field from FEA and analytical
model (normal magnetization model at magnet surface with radial
magnetization model overlaid (top), air gap field (bottom-left), and field at
stator yoke surface (bottom-right)). Note that the fields are obtained with
no eccentricity modeled (le = 0).

be found as

E =
∑
n=1,3

kw,n
dλn
dt

, (6.8)

where kw,n refers to the widely known winding factor and can be calculated

from formulae shown in multiple sources [31,66].

One important fact to consider for the analytical model is that saturation

is not considered. To tune the analytical model to fit a saturated scenario,

the field from the low-field rotor is obtained at the air gap, without the stator

mounted, using a Gauss meter. The results are compared against FEA for

the same scenario with Bsat=1.7 T in the rotor and the analytical model, and

are shown in Fig. 6.20. As expected, because the analytical model neglects

saturation, the field obtained from it is observed to be higher. To tune the

model to correct for saturation, a factor of 85% is imposed on the analytical

model in the following analyses.

Once a saturation factor is included, a more accurate back-EMF waveform

can be computed. Fig. 6.21 shows good agreement between back-EMF
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Figure 6.20: Field comparison among FEA, analytical model, and
experimental measurements.

obtained from FEA and calculated back-EMF from fundamental and third

harmonic content of the air gap flux density. This assumes 300 rpm.

Figure 6.21: Back-EMF estimation comparison with FEA (no eccentricity).

6.3.2 Rotor eccentricity model

To obtain measurements from the lab, the low-field rotor was mounted to the

stator and spun at 300 rpm. Raw data was collected using voltage probes,

and sample data for a single phase are shown in Fig. 6.22. While the back-

EMF measurements seem to be in phase with identical magnitudes, a more

careful look reveals that rotor eccentricity may be present. Note that mea-

surements for coils #4 and #7 are repeated to provide reference to account

for measurement error between runs.
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Figure 6.22: Raw back-EMF measurement data obtained from experiment.

To effectively compare the waveforms, a Fourier transform was performed

on each waveform, assuming that the only major components of the back-

EMF waveform are fundamental and third harmonics. Amplitudes of the

harmonic waveform and the phase information were obtained and normalized

using the repeated measurements for coil #4 and coil #7. In Fig. 6.23, the

fundamental magnitudes are compared between the coils. While the plotted

data from the top row seems irregular, plots on the bottom row clearly display

rotor eccentricity. It is worth noting that back-EMF magnitudes display

similar behavior among the phases. Note that phases are referred to as Y, B,

and R to match the yellow, blue, and red markings assigned during winding

assembly.

To compare the rotor eccentricity model with the experimental values, all

phases were normalized to a single phase (i.e. phase Y) and plotted on a

single polar graph. Generally, each coil should be shifted by a mechanical

angle of 120◦ × 1/(P/2) (which corresponds to 12◦ for a 20 pole motor).

However, during the process of assembling the coils to the stator yoke, the

polarity of phase B was flipped and thus the magnetic axis of each phase B

coil is mechanically 6◦ away from adjacent coils. Note that this has no effect

on the performance of the motor.

Fig. 6.24 shows the comparison between back-EMF fundamental magni-

tude obtained via experiment and analytical model. The results from the

analytical model were obtained by setting le = 0.11 mm and θe = 30◦. Note

that for this model, θe = 0◦ is set to point to coil R10. Thus, θe = 30◦ points

to coil B9. While the factor of 85% to account for saturation resulted in

accurate back-EMF results when compared to FEA (refer to Fig. 6.21), an
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of fundamental component magnitude of
back-EMF for different coils.

Figure 6.24: Comparison between back-EMF from experiment and
analytical model. Result is obtained using le = 0.11 mm and θe = 30◦.

error is observed when compared to the measurements (5.3-6.5%). Further-

more, slight variation between the measurements was observed. Ideally, the

measurements should form an off-centered circle, as observed in results from

the analytical models. However, offsets are observed in some measurements.

While this can be attributed to measurement error, another possibility could
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be imbalanced windings. If the spacings are irregular (refer to Fig. 6.4),

back-EMF could vary by ±4%. Taking into account small inductance varia-

tions from measurements, we can deduce that we can allow a ±1% variation

in the back-EMF magnitudes.

Figure 6.25: Comparison between back-EMF phase shift from experiment
and analytical model for le = 0.11 mm and θe = 30◦. (Phases Y, B, and R
are shown left to right.)

Figure 6.26: Comparison between back-EMF phase shift from experiment
and analytical model for le = 0.45mm and θe = 30◦. (Phases Y, B, and R
are shown left to right.)

From the recorded measurements and Fourier transform results, phase shift

information can be extracted and compared with the eccentricity model, as

shown in Equation (6.2). In Fig. 6.25, results obtained using le = 0.11

mm and θe = 30◦ are compared with the experimental values. Note that

coil #9 for each phase is set to be zero as the reference. While there exists

a significant error, the general trend of phase shift angle from coil to coil

is observed to match. For example, with coils #9 as references (since it is

hypothesized that θe = 30◦), symmetry dictates that phase shift should be

close to zero between coils #3 and #5 for each phase.

If le is increased to 0.45 mm for the analytical model, the resulting phase

shift matches that of the experiment well, as shown in Fig. 6.26. However,

from Fig. 6.27, it is apparent that le = 0.45 mm is not consistent with the

magnitude of the back-EMF. With these results, we can deduce that rotor
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Figure 6.27: Comparison between back-EMF from experiment and
analytical model. θe is fixed at 30◦. Cases with both le = 0.11 mm and
le = 0.45 mm are shown.

static eccentricity alone cannot accurately predict the phase angles. Another

cause of the non-negligible error in phase shift angle could be imbalanced

windings. Considering that 0.18◦ of mechanical angle shift corresponds to

1.8◦ of electrical angle for this 20 pole machine, we can explain the incon-

sistencies between the model and the measurements with misaligned coils.

This seems likely because the error bound shown in Fig. 6.25 is at most 1.7◦,

which is within the range of movement for the coil blocks. This phenomenon

is illustrated in Fig. 6.28. In the left figure, the coil magnetic axis and

the rotor direct axis are aligned and all coil back-EMFs would be in phase.

In case any misalignment occurs even without variations in coil dimensions,

we expect a phase shift between the back-EMFs. The 1.7◦ shift between

the eccentricity case of le = 0.11 mm and the experimental measurements

corresponds to a 16 mil-wide misalignment.

With this information, we can expect there to be circulating current in

this armature even with no eccentricity. To examine this case, the mea-

sured back-EMF magnitudes and phase angle measurements were corrected

for eccentricity using the model. From Fig. 6.29, the blue lines show the

no-eccentricity case for the armature, whereas the grey line shows the eccen-

tricity case of le = 0.11 mm.

Fig. 6.30 shows the expected currents in the coils, where circulating cur-

rents are clearly observed for both cases. The largest circulating current
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Figure 6.28: Coil misalignment causing phase shift in back-EMF waveforms
between coils even without eccentricity. Ideal case (left) and misaligned
case (right).

Figure 6.29: Back-EMF magnitude (left) and phase angle (right) for cases
with and without eccentricity. The case with eccentricity corresponds to
experimentally obtained data. The case without eccentricity is obtained by
using the analytical model to correct for eccentricity.

of 22% is observed for the coil #7 and #8 pair, which is also observed to

have the biggest phase difference (approximately 1.2°). The case where the

circulating current is only 8% of the rated current corresponds to an offset

of about 5 mils between the coils. If tolerance of 5 mils can be achieved

(which is what stator laminations typically have) when manufacturing and

assembling the coils, we can limit the amount of circulating current to about

8%.

Since phase shift in the back-EMF is closely associated with circulating
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Figure 6.30: Expected current magnitudes in the coils.

currents (as discussed in Section 6.2.2), it can be concluded that imbalanced

spacing between coils can greatly affect the magnitude of the circulating

current, even without rotor eccentricity.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, a high-frequency, slotless permanent magnet synchronous

motor was discussed for its benefit in volume and weight reduction.

In Chapter 2, it has been shown that high fundamental frequency and high

tip speed allow significant weight reduction. The scalability of this benefit in

specific power across various sizes and rotational speed was also introduced.

In Chapter 3, further methods to accommodate high frequency and high tip

speed were discussed. Slotless topology eliminates stator teeth and associated

iron losses, and a Halbach array allows elimination of further iron from a

design. Litz coils mitigate ac losses expected from the slotless topology. An

outer rotor is utilized to accommodate the high rotor tip speed. An optimized

1 MW motor that incorporates all the discussed features was presented, along

with detailed specifications. The motor is projected to meet the threshold for

electric propulsion, with specific power of 13 kW/kg and full-load efficiency

of 97.4%.

In Chapter 4, an analytical model based on a flux-potential transfer re-

lation was presented. The results from the model compare well with the

results from FEA. Field measurements from Halbach rotor assembly trials

were utilized to validate the analytical model. When the analytical model is

adjusted to account for manufacturing faults that were identified in the as-

sembly trials, the model predicts the air gap field well. Efforts to characterize

major losses (iron, copper, windage) for the topology were discussed.

In Chapter 5, the field and loss models, along with an evolutionary genetic

algorithm, were used to compare the specific power between a conventional

toothed topology and the slotless topology, where the benefits of the slotless

topology at high frequencies were demonstrated. Characteristics of the slot-

less topology were further investigated to include its performance at various

angular speeds. Weight benefits are evident even at lower angular speeds, as

long as high tip speed is maintained. The study was extended to examine
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the motor’s integration with STARC-ABL. Three possible integration points

were considered. An efficiency-weight tradeoff is observed for all three op-

tions to show that the direct drive, outer rotor motor and fan integration

may be optimal. A suitable design was chosen along the Pareto front and

first-order thermal and mechanical studies were performed to show that a 2.6

MW, 11 kW/kg propulsor motor with a 98% efficiency should be feasible.

In Chapter 6, a rotor eccentricity model and coil imbalance model were

developed to investigate the effect of manufacturing tolerances on machine

performance. A case of extreme static rotor eccentricity (0.6 mm) was inves-

tigated via the analytical model and FEA to show that circulating current up

to 33% can exist. A coil imbalance model with measurement validation has

shown that inductance variation is minimal and that the coils are manufac-

tured with fairly consistent dimensions. A low-field rotor was manufactured

for experimental validation of the model. Modifications to the field models

were detailed to accommodate rectangular rotor magnets with magnetization

direction normal to the magnet surfaces. The modified model was shown to

predict the resulting airgap field well, when compared to FEA. Circulating

current predictions for the 1 MW motor were improved based on experi-

mental results. It was shown that misalignment of coils during assembly

causes circulating current even without rotor eccentricity. The importance

of manufacturing tolerance of armature coils was emphasized and tolerance

guidelines to limit circulating current were set.
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